
Religious discussion held at Countess Bhachibai Tejpar’s residence on Mar 26/65 at 9 p.m.
 
Session #1 to 4 are missing
 
Session # 5
 
Minute 28/65
 
FROM AL WAEZ SHAMSHUDIN TEJPAR’S RECORDING:
 
It is with regret we note that some of the momins do not fully understand the significance of the
Imam and they go around questioning the Imam’s kind  gestures towards other communities
regarding grants and donations.  One thing they certainly ignore and that is that they forget that
their Imam’s activities are based on the fact that His followers should derive great advantages
from such kind gestures.  According to the order of the time the Imams change in order to guide
the momins to advance in their daily lives with respect and prestige.
 
Once Hazrat Mowlana Sultan Mohamed Shah clearly mentioned in a conference that Imams
change according to the needs of the momins and that the Imam’s only motive behind his
activities is for the betterment of His momins.
 
It is a momin’s duty to think deeply the reason behind the Imam’s kind donations and grants to
other communities and it will not be difficult to understand the fact that it is for his own good
that his Imam is allowing such grants to others.
 
If seen philosophically, it is a thing to be proud of that our Imam is aiding other communities
and that Ismailis do not need such grants as they have their Imam to guide them to acquire all
they need.
 
Now about those momins who get influenced by the criticism of members of other communities
regarding Ismailis and their Imam.  The only reason for this is that these momins do not really
know enough about themselves not taking into account the infinite efforts of their Imam for
them, but even the great benefits that they have at their disposal, being followers of this
marvelous religion and therefore, there is no remedy for ignorance.  If a momin has true love for
his Imam and if he understands his religion no criticism in this world would ever disturb him.
 
MINUTE 29/1965 – SUFRO AND NANDI, FOOD, FRUITS, ETC, BROUGHT TO THE
JAMATKHANA
 
Sufro and nandi (food, fruits, etc., brought to Jamatkhana):
 
We have a custom of bring cooked food, fruits, etc., to Jamatkhana and we also offer these on



behalf of the souls of the deceased members of family.  This custom dates back to the time of
Hazrat Nabi Muhammad when the momins used to offer goats, sheep, dates, horses, donkeys,
etc., in payment of dasond (Allah’s share) and then these were sold.  This custom then was
known as “Nada” which we now call “Nandi”.
 
We too take out a part of food that we cook at home and take it to Jamatkhana for the purpose of
nandi, in other words we take out Allah’s share from what we get, as we do from our earnings.
 These commodities are then sold (nandi in Jamatkhanas after prayers as was done during the
time of Hazrat Nabi Muhammad).
 
In Quran-e-Shariff, Sura Bakar, Ayat 1, there is a mention:
 
“You give Allah’s share from what you earn by the grace of Allah”
 
During Hazrat Nabi Muhammad’s time since a lot of momins offered cooked food as dasond,
the custom of nandi (nada) came into practice where the food received in the Mosques used to
be sold.
 
As we offer food clothes, etc., after a person’s death, together with our prayers that may the
deceased’s soul rest in peace, in the same way momins used to offer camels, horses, etc., on the
night of  Shab-e-Barat “Shaban 15” which is considered to be the night of ruhanis souls.  This
custom is known as “sufro” and we perform this for a person’s death, on behalf of his soul.
 
In Islamic history there are numerous incidents in support of the above mentioned custom,
where momins offered various things with a belief that the same would be given to them in the
next world.  Hazrat Nabi Muhammad mentioned that whatever you offer with sincere love and
belief, you will get the same rewards in the next world.
 
As Gulamali Shah mentions that once a man offered his field of dates to Hazrat Nabi
Muhammad with a conditions that he should get the same back in the next world.  Hazrat Nabi
Muhammad mentioned that whatever you offer with sincere love and belief, you will get the
same rewards in the next world.
 
Some momins sometimes tend to doubt the truth behind this custom and in their opinion they
think that such customs do not bear any logical significance.  In this case, if only they could
study the Islamic history, they would certainly find enough documentary evidence to prove that
these customs are of immense importance to each and every Ismaili.  To reject anything without
making efforts to obtain the necessary evidence is not considered to be an intelligent attitude
and similarly, the Momins exhibit their lack of knowledge of teachings of Islam if they reject
our customs and traditions.
 
 
In 1937 at Nairobi conference, when some momins requested Hazrat Mowlana Sultan
Mohammed Shah to discontinue the custom of  sufro and nandi on the grounds that it created a
mess and it was not hygienic, Mowlana Sultan Mohammed Shah turned around to an old man in



a memani and asked if he felt the same way about the customs of nandi.  The man almost cried
and replied “how would I ever be able to eat without first feeding my Mowla?”.  Needless to
say, that the message was well conveyed to those who were against these customs.
 
MINUTE 30/1965
Bandagi (Meditation)
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar informed the members that since the beginning of the sessions of the
religious discussions, most of the subject discussed were based on more or less physical aspect
of the life and it was her opinion that the time had come when should start discussing the
spiritual aspect as follows:
 
In Countess Bhachibai Tejpar’s words….
 
“In our today’s world, it would be rather difficult for momins to find enough time to do
anything else but the make efforts to acquire the worlds pleasure and treasures and this too, up
to such an extend that the momin even forgets his own soul.  The thought of advancing in the
spiritual world does not even penetrate his mind.
 
But then, when the troubles and difficulties strike, he has nowhere to turn for solace and peace
of mind.  If only he could have made a little progress in spiritual life through the practice of
bandagi he would find a way to console himself in distress, without much trouble.
 
Hazrat Mowlana Sultan Mohammed Shah once said that without bandagi a momin’s life is like
the dust on the ground, or even worse than that.  In other words, it means that a momin without
bandagi simply exists without understanding the meaning of life which is a pity as he has all the
necessary facilities to make the best of his corporeal existence for the advancement of his soul.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
JOGKA PINDHA DOHELA, SUNO JOGI RE BHAI
JOGKO AVANTA JO KAHE, TAKU LAKH WADHAI
JUGMA JUGESWAR EK HAI, AUR JANO SO CHELA
 
Pir Murshid explains about the three different conceptions in the above mentioned verse, Jog,
Jogi, and Jugeswar.
 
Jog means to obtain, Jogi mean the one who obtains, and Jugeswar is the one and only Allah.
 
When a momin makes efforts to advance in the spiritual world, with the help of teachings of his
religion and following Imam’s Holy farmans, he eventually manages to purify his thoughts, his
mind and his soul, and thus succeeds in establishing a direct link with the creator, through the
process of bandagi (meditation and that is why the Pir Murshid says in the verse of Ginan-e-
Shariff that such person should be congratulated.



 
To advance in the spiritual world, a momin obtains Isme Azam (Bol) from Imam, which enables
him to make progress in having a direct communication with Allah.
 
In 1960 in Bombay, Hazrat Mowlana Shah Karim Al Husseiny, whilst giving Isme Azam (Bol)
to momins in memani told them that it they made good progress in bandagi with the Isme
Azam, they will be given another Isme Azam later which will enable them to have shorter cord
of link with Allah.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-shariff:
 
JENE GURNAR SATHE NIRANTAR PREM,
TENE GURNAR APE JOGAJ KHEM
 
Which mean that those momins who possess true love their Imam and who always try to lead
their lives in a pure and sincere manner are the momins who get all the assistance from Allah to
advance in the spiritual world.
 
Although the degree of progress in spiritual life varies in each case, nevertheless, whatever one
achieves in this path, it is an experience of supreme joy.
 
The practice of bandagi helps a momin to solve all his worldly problems, and with his strong
will-power he overcomes all the difficulties as he has developed his inner strength and power
through the practice of bandagi.  He will always be aware of the fact that in this world miseries
and mishaps are to be expected and with this conception in his mind he will always, be prepared
to tackle any problems that he may encounter.  A true momin’s principle in life should be
submission to the will of Allah, when he encounter deceptions and painful shocks which are
beyond his comprehension, and should have absolute faith in the judgment of Allah.
 
After birth, a child’s physical and mental growths change every year and then every three years
and then every seven years when he becomes an adult.  As a man there generally are great
changes taking place in his life every seven years, and at time these are of such a nature that it
may change the complete outlook of a man’s life.
 
6 STAGES RE:  CONCENTRATION IN TH PROCESS OF BANDAGI
 
There are momins who complain that it is not possible for them to concentrate in bandagi as
they cannot control their thoughts.  Now the cause of this is that a person’s mind is ill and the
first and foremost thing would be to purify one’s mind in the following manner:
 
In a man’s body the mind plays an extremely important role and it would be very essential to
have this section under control if one wishes to do full justice to any mission.  It is therefore,
impossible to succeed in the process of bandagi with a weak mind, as the thoughts will prevent
the absolute concentration required and to cure this, the following points are to be taken into
consideration.



 
To participate in religious discussions, and to exchange views on it.
 
To read good books and to put into practice all the constructive and inspiring formulas in our
daily lives.
 
Always be in the company of people who have dignity and respect for others.
 
Do not take rich and tasty food in excess as this will create laziness and it will then be difficult
to stay awake during bandagi.
 
Pir Murshid says in a Ginan-e-shariff:
 
AHAR KARINE PET NA BHARIYE, JO PET BHARSO TO BHARI THASO
BHAI AVSE NINDRA ANY BAHU PACHTASO
 
Meaning:
 
By overeating, your stomach will be heavy, you will feel sleepy and then you will regret a lot.
 
The best thing would be to have a light meal at night like fruits, milk, etc
 
Now we come to the 6 stages of bandagi at the very beginning and the ways to acquire these:
 
#1:  It is most important to learn how to sit during meditation (bandagi).  Our back bone
(vertebra column) otherwise known as Sacro Promontory, should be properly set and in this
manner the body will be in a properly balanced position, and in no condition should this bone
be in a curved position, else that sliding position of the body will make breathing difficult and
the concentration will be disturbed.
 
Pir Murshid says in Ginan-e-Shariff, (concerning the balancing of the back bone):
 
MUD KAHAD BHAI STHIR KARI RAKHOJI
NABHI KAMADKU JAGAYE JAPANTA RAHIYE
 
Meaning:
 
After balancing the back bone, (considered to be the third organ in the body) make sure that all
your muscles are relaxed then see that your limbs and your veins are in a comfortable position.
 
#2:  Once you sit properly and practice bandagi, with the help of Isme Azam, you will begin to
feel the electricity running from the naval up to your brain via the vertebra column.  The 52
cartilages in the vertebra column transmit electricity, as Pir Murshid say in Ginan-e-shariff:



 
EJI NABHISE JAB UTHE, BANKNAD RSTA LE
TRIVENI KE TIR PAR, DASMAHE THOR HAI,
TUN CHET MAN MERA
 
#3:  AHANTA:  Meaning, that during the process of bandagi, a momin sees divine light on the
right side of the chest cavity.  Hazrat Aga Ali Shah Datar use to advice momins to look on the
right side during bandagi but since the time of Hazrat Sultan Mohammed Shah, momins get
NAKSH instead.
 
#4:  It would be advisable to set the tongue in the mouth in such a way that it should avoid
swallowing of water (saliva) gathered in the mouth.  The best thing would be to set the tongue
behind the teeth on the lower jaw.
 
#5.  To gain control over the following four:
 
MIND, CONCENTRATION, INTELLIGENCE AND SELF-ESTEEM
 
It is a difficult task to gain control over the above as man sometimes tries to argue certain things
without having due consideration for the spiritual aspect of these things, and by using his
intelligence he at times ignores the sentiments and trust required for the advancement in the
spiritual world.
 
Although each and every human being is the victim of self esteem in one way or another, as one
may be proud of his strength, or of his good looks, or of his worldly success, or of his
intelligence, etc., but once the light of love and faith for Imam is kindled in the heart, this pride
just vanishes, and that is when a momin gains control over these weaknesses.
 
#6.  At this stage, a momin begins to feel settled down in bandagi and he will then see the
divine light through the cerebral brain.  He will also feel the vibrations running from the two
main veins beginning from the toes up to the brain, otherwise known as “INGLA” and
“PINGLA” and will see the divine light in the cavity of the forehead or otherwise known as
“SUKHMANA”.
 
A normal person takes 16 to 17 breaths in a minute and with each breath 3 times thoughts come
and go, which means that in a minute a man thinks say 3 times 16 that is 48 thoughts, which
proves that during concentration in bandagi this could create a lot of difficulties in meditation.
 
But if a momin has control over his mind and if he concentrates on only one thing and that is to
succeed in his mission of communicating directly with Allah, he is bound to have his desire
fulfilled, as a thought travels billions of miles per minute.  This is the stage when a momin loses
himself, and his soul begins to travel out of his mortal body and referring to this state, Hazrat
Mowlana Sultan Mohammad Shah said in a Holy Farman,
 
“Private Farman, Baitual Khayal – pages 73 and 75”:



 
“Try to lose youselves in bandagi, first for two minutes, then three and then 5 minutes as if you
were dead.  If you could die in this manner for 5 minutes, in half an hour, you will see the
wonders of the Ruhani (spiritual) life, and you will be able to communicate with other souls and
Angels and all your wishes will be granted.”
 
In the same manner as Hazrat Nabi Muhammad went to Allah on the night of MERAJ.
 Although Nabi Saheb went there every night, but since the momin were not ready to learn
about this fact before that historical night, Nabi Saheb kept this fact away from them and waited
for the right moment.
 
A poem about this night of MERAJ:
 
INSANKI KYA JAN HAI FIRASTA BHI NA PHONCHE
WAHAN JAKE WO EK DAM ME PHIR AYA SHAH-BE-MERAJ
 
Allah has given all these powers to man, and it is up to him to make the best of them for the
betterment of his physical and spiritual worlds.
 
End of the first session of discussion about bandagi (meditation)
 
MINUTE 31/65
 
QUESTION:  Is it a crime and a sin to kill a deformed child?
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar in answer to the above question said:
 
We have already discussed about how a person has to pay for his deeds in the past live, and it is
evident when we see children born blind or crippled that they have been punished in this
manner for their evil deeds in their past lives.
 
We have also discussed that no human being has a right to kill anybody and not even a
deformed child which is nothing but a painful corporeal form of soul which is required to be
purified in this manner.
 
No doubt that such a deformed child will cause a lot of sufferings for the parents, but isn’t it
true that these particular parents have also to pay for their deeds in this manner?
 
Do not ever even for a moment think that Allah is unjust, he is Gafur-e-Rahim (merciful) and a
momin himself is to be blamed for his miseries, for by the grace of God a momin has all the
help and guidance to enable him to follow the right path but alas, he falls into the clutches of
temptations and thus ruins himself.
 
When someone raised the point about killings in War, Countess Bhachibai said:



 
To kill someone for selfish motives and for personal gains is one thing and to kill the enemy in
defending the nation of the country is another thing.  It should not be forgotten that the one who
goes out to kill the enemy risks his own life too, and thus the killings in war could not ever be
compared with murdering of unarmed people.
 
QUESTION:  Please explain the meaning of tasbi (prayers) offered after the dua in the morning.
 
ANSWER:  YA ALLAH:  Holy Isme Sharif (Name) of God.  (This address of Allah has been
used 2607 times in the Holy Quran-e-Sharif)
 
                   YA WAHAB:  Merciful giver of gifts
                   YA ALI: Holy Isme Sharif (Name) of the first Imam
                   ALLAHUSAMAD:  The one who grants wishes of momins and gives                      
  great rewards.
 
QUESTION:  As we say that Holy Noor is always present in the world, could you please name
the prophets or the Imams in the possession of the Holy Noor between the time of Jesus Christ
and Hazrat Muhammad during the period of 600 years between them?
 
ANSWER:  (Through the courtesy of Ismailia Association for Tanganyika)
 
Unlike the Holy Imams, there have been more that one prophet at the same time.  Of the
124,000 prophets, Islam accepts only twenty eight major ones and they are mentioned in the
Holy Quran.  It may therefore be safely inferred that man’s soul has never been left without
Divine Guidance and on this showing there must have been minor prophets, albeit national,
after Christ and before Prophet Muhammad, or that there were no prophets at all during that gap
of 600 years, the Holy Imams then (though unrevealed) being both Shah and Pir as Mowlana
Hazar Imam is both YA ALI, YA MUHAMMAD or SHAH-PIR.
 
The Holy Imam with Christ was Shim’um as Safa and Holy Imam with Prophet Muhammad
was Hazrat Ali.  The names of the Imams between them as give by Pir Sadardin in Tarbiya-e-
Dua, page 64, published by Ismaili Printing Press Bombay in 1948 are:  ADNAN, MA’AD,
NIZAR, MUDR, ALYAS, MUDRIKA, KHUZAYMA, KINANA, NAZR, MALIK, FIHR,
GHALEB, LYWAY, KA’AB, MURRA, KILAB, QUSAY, ABDUL MANAF, ABY HASHIM,
ABDUL MUTTALIB, ABY TALIB WALLI.
 
On page 28 of the TRUE MEANING OF RELIGION by Pir Shahbudin, translated by W.
Ivanow, Hazrat Ali said “I was hidden with all the prophets, because the world was not yet
ready.  But now that the world is prepared, and the people are capable of understanding, I
become apparent with Muhammad”.
 
 
A hadith of our Holy Prophet says “O Ali?  Thou wert with all the Prophets, and Thou has
become Manifest with Me”. (KALAM – 1 – PIR, Page 80, translated by W. Ivanow.)



 
The meeting terminated with a vote of thanks to Countess Bachibai Tejpar for her brilliant
guidance and to Mrs. Kulsum Tejpar for the refreshments.
 
The next meeting to be held on Friday the 9th of April 1965 at 9 p.m.
 
******************************************************************
 
MINUTE 34/64:  The minutes of the last meeting were read out.
 
Minute 35/65:  Countess Bhachibai Tejpar gave a demonstration on how to control the
breathing system during the process of bandagi (meditation) and on first attempt took 15 breaths
and on second attempt took 13 breaths in a minute.
 
Countess Bhachibai explained that once a momin settles down in bandagi, he gradually gains
complete control over his breathing system, which helps him a lot during bandagi with Isme
Azam.  As mentioned in one of the Holy Farmans of Hazrat Mowlana Sultan Mohammed Shah
that a momin begins to experience deep appreciation satisfaction in bandagi when the Isme
Azam is well set in his breathing system and his concentration is projected on “Naksh”.  This
kind of bandagi enables a momin to relax completely and thus he is always physically fit not
mentioning the strong will power he develops which enables him to fight against the worldly
problems with courage and self-confidence.
 
There  are people who reason that they will have ample time to devote towards this sort of
things in old age, but they seem to ignore the fact that they may not have the physical fitness
required for bandagi later on, and then their lives will be filled with regrets for not having made
the best of facilities at their disposal in the past.  
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Sharif:
 
ABDU MAN JITE MAN ICHA FAL UP JE
ANE TAN JITE UCHRANG
HARDE JITE ANAND UPJE
ISS BHED JOG BACHAND
 
Explaining the meaning of the above verse of Ginan-e-sharif, Countess Bhachibai Tejpar
explained:
 
“Once momin becomes the master of his mind, and develops the ability to control his thoughts,
he acquires a dynamic personality which enables him to succeed in all his missions.
 
In this world we often see that people with strong will power manage to get all the favours of
others without much trouble, and on the other hand we see that weak willed people fail, despite
their endless efforts to convince others.



 
It is therefore, evident that one cannot get anywhere without a strong mind and once again it is
to be repeated that a momin should be the master of his mind before making any attempts to
advance in physical or spiritual world.  With a strong mind, a momin develops his inner strength
up to such an extent that he gets supernatural assistance with his struggles against worldly
obstacles.  As we are all aware of the fact that in this world one encounters a lot of problems
and difficulties, but needs courage and faith to solve these problems.
 
For example, under certain distressing circumstances, there are people who have unfortunately
no option but to borrow some money from other people when they are faced with some
financial crisis, and with the help of their inner strength they succeed in their mission by
convincing the creditor who in return grants the aid without any hesitation whatsoever.  On the
other hand, the same creditor would have turned down the request had the borrower failed to
impress him with his personality.
 
Same goes for successes in different fields of life, only the people possessing strong will power
and self-confidence succeed in their missions, and for better comprehension of this argument,
one has to look around himself and will soon see the importance of possessing these qualities
for advancement.
 
Pir Murshid further says that gain control over your body, or course, the emphasis is on the idea
of training the body to relax during the process of bandagi to enable the mind to concentrate
fully, without being disturbed by some physical strain, as a result of the body not being properly
trained to sit in bandagi.
 
Then there is a mention about winning your soul, which means that you make yourself capable
to know your own soul, and once a momin reaches this stage, all the mysteries about life and
death cease to exist as he then learns the true meaning of his coming into this world and
prepares for the salvation of his soul.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Sharif:  
 
PREM PATAN RAJA MANSUD
TISS GHAR RIDIADE RANI
 
Pir Murshid defines the mind as the King of domain of love and the soul as the Queen of the
domain.
 
There are two types of love, as explained by Countess Bhachibai Tejpar:
 

1. Prem Hakiki (Love for God)
2. Prem Mijaji (Love for World)

 
A momin has love for his parents, for his children, for his brothers and sisters and for his life
partner and for this reason he is always concerned about their welfare and this is Prem Mijaji.



 
But then what about some of his love for his Creator?  He must not forget that whatever he
gives towards Prem Mijaji is for the betterment of others, but whatever he gives towards Prem
Hakiki is for his own good.  If only he could give 25% of his love towards Prem Hakiki, this
would work wonders for his advancement in physical and spiritual lives.
 
Every momin should have some good principles in life, and should always follow them with
courage and confidence, which would give him prestige and dignity and he will have some
originality in his ways and manners while dealing with other people.  As those who follow
principles of others do not really live but they simply exist as shadows of others.
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar further said:
 
“It is my heartfelt desire that you lead exemplary lives with strong will power and with
admirable principles.  You must shine like the Kohinoor diamond and you know well that a
diamond only gains brightness after a good polish, same way you polish your personalities with
the help of knowledge and understanding of the true meaning of religion and faith in Allah.  Do
not cheat yourselves by calling sheer laziness as rest or relaxation as people have a habit of
spending their spare time at their disposal on the grounds that they need rest.  As it is rather
difficult to believe that a person does not get time to think for the salvation of his soul, yet he
somehow manages get the time for other worldly activities.  No doubt that a person has many
responsibilities in this world, but should he ignore that he has some responsibility towards the
advancement of his soul.  As it is necessary to nourish your body with substantial food, and to
sleep for 6 to 8 hours to regain the mental strength, in the same way it is necessary to develop
and fortify your mind, and will power for the advancement of your soul in the spiritual life.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Sharif:
 
ABDU KAM KRODH JAB JITE JOGI,
HANS PAVITR TAB HOIE
CHINT JITE CHANDA HOVE NIRMAL,
NIRMAL SADHU SOHI.
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar explained:
 
Pir Murshid further mentions that a momin should gain control over lust for the worldly
pleasures and devilish deeds, else these things will take away everything that is good in him and
then it will be very difficult for him to free himself from the clutches of these weaknesses.
 
Another thing that could produce drastic consequences is a bad temper, and we are all aware of
the fact that people with a bad temper do not have many friends, and such people are always
avoided by others, this deals with the physical aspect of this weakness but looking at the
spiritual aspect of it, it is practically impossible for such a person to get anywhere due to the
lack of patience and stability required in struggling against the obstacles in life.  It is therefore,
up to a momin wishing to advance in life to guard against such an enemy else his life will



become a saga of spite and hatred.
 
Minute 36/65
 
Talking about the experiences in bandagi, Countess Bhachibair Tejpar said that once a momin
begins to advance in the spiritual world, there comes a stage when he gets all his questions
answered, he even comes to know about his past corporeal existences and may even get an
indication of the nature of his next birth.  Such momins when they encounter deceptions and
miseries they sit in bandagi and seek Allah’s assistance and guidance and with the grace of
Allah, they get the explanation for their miseries and the reason why they have to suffer in this
manner.  Then the momin is shown certain scenes from his past life responsible for his miseries
in this life, in the same way as the slides are projected on a screen and he then understands the
reason and goes through hard times with faith and trust in God.
 
In 24 hours devote half an hour towards acquiring the knowledge about the progress in the
spiritual world and half an hour towards establishing a link with Allah in bandagi, and it will
not be long before you begin to see the miraculous changes taking place in your life both
materially and spiritually.  You will also learn how to get your soul out of your body whenever
you desire.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Sharif:
 
SAMI JI AVYA NA AWAJ HUVA,
TENA AGAL THAKI KITHA TAMNE JAN
 
There are 72 arteries in the body, beginning from the toes, in which the blood is not circulated
during the process of bandagi, seven of these arteries gather behind the navel in a form of a
tortoise and slowly go into the brain through the vertebral column, and the vibrations of this
movement is felt by the one who is sitting in bandagi.  (The form of tortoise is explained as
“Biba Nadi” in our Holy Ginans)
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Sharif:
 
NURNE TEJE ALI AGHERO
SAMINE TEJE SAMU NA JOWAYE
 
With the movement of Biba Nadi, a lot of electricity is gathered inside the body and when this
internal electricity encounters the external electricity in the air that one breathes, a sudden
explosion is felt by the momin, and at times some momins get scared of this explosion and fail
to understand such an extra-ordinary experience, but the above verse of Ginan-e-Sharif explains
very beautifully the signs and symptoms of this experience.
 
Here we remember a verse of Pir Sadarddin’s Ginan-e-Sharif in connection with the 72 arteries
and their movement from the navel:
 



JIREBHAI BAUNTER (72) KOTHE BICH NAGARAJ WAGE
AISA BHED HAMSO BATAVO
NABHI KAMAL BICH JANTRI BAJE
USEME BHI JYOT JE AVE
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Sharif
 
ANTAR GHAT ULTI KALA SADI NA JOVE KOI
KIRPA THAE SATGUR TANI TO TATAKSAN
BARSHAN HOVE
 
When a momin wins Allah’s favour, with his infinite efforts to discover the spiritual world by
developing his mind, by increasing his inner strength with the help of good deeds, he  then
reaps the fruits of his good work, and experiences the supreme joy and everlasting happiness in
the process of bandagi, and one has really to see these things to believe them as no words would
really describe them.
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar said that with all these marvelous gifts of the Almighty at their
disposal momins devote their time and attention towards trifling matters.
 
There are momins who enjoy gossiping and backbiting but they do not realize the harm that
they cause by such unpardonable action to others.  They feel when they succeed in degrading
someone highly placed by spreading unhealthy gossips around.  Could there be anything worse
that this?  Ruining a person’s reputation should never be an action of a momin, on the contrary
true momins should flee from such people to maintain a clean state of mind.
 
These are the things that hinder a momin’s progress and they should be considered as enemies
by every momin, as such actions will ruin all the chances of getting anywhere, but on the other
hand, it will not only take every bit of good in a person but will dominate him and the results
are not difficult to guess.
 
Often we see young people with pessimistic attitude towards life, and argue about things in a
destructive manner.  Their faces lack the divine light and you at once see that the person never
developed his inner strength to derive the best out of everything in life and all he has left is to
console himself by blaming someone or something.  Of course, it takes a lot of courage to admit
one’s own faults, but then there is always time to start afresh on the right path.
 
Minute 37/65
 
QUESTION:  When a person makes progress in spiritual world does he adjust himself in such a
way to lead a good life in the physical world?
 
Answer:   Countess Bhachibai Tejpar said that before purifying his mind, his thoughts and his
soul in this physical world, a momin cannot make any progress in the spiritual world.
 Therefore, it goes without saying that a momin has to lead a good life in this world before he



could make any attempts towards advancements n the spiritual life.
 
On the question whether a momin will cease to take any interest in this world once he acquires a
good position in the spiritual world, Countess Bhachibai Tejpar quoted a Holy Farman by
Hazrat Mowlana Sultan Mohammad Shah that it is a common practice in Hindu religion to
leave the world and become a sanyasi, but in Islam it is a momin’s duty to share his knowledge
with others and to guide them to enable them to get the same rewards as himself.
 
Minute 38/65:
 
QUESTION:  If person forgets his Isme Azam, why is he not allowed to consult one of the
members of the same group for assistance?
 
Answer:  Countess Bachibai Tejpar said “It is really incredible to think that anybody could
forget a thing like Isme Azam.  You do not forget names of people you know, and you
remember the names of persons with whom you work, live, play, etch and then to think that you
forget the Holy word (Isme Azam) that could help you establish a link with the Creator, proves
that you do not attach a lot of importance to it.  This is the reason why it is always very
important to ask oneself whether he is ready for this sort of think before getting the Holy Isme
Azam.
 
On the question whether there was any difference between the Isme Azam in Ismailis and the
ones given in other religions, Countess Bhachibai explained that Muslims and Hindus each have
some 999 different Isme Azams (Bol) taken down from their religious volumes.  The difference
is that when an Ismaili goes to his Imam for Isme Azam the Imam looks at him and then gives
him an Isme Azam according to the person’s spiritual force, to enable him to make a steady
progress day by day.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Sharif:
 
AUR UPAYE NAHIN HAI TARANKO
YE HAI TARANKERI BARI
CHOT NA LEGE USS SANTKO
JAMDA RAHY JAKH MARI
 
With the help of Isme Azam, a momin reaches up to such a stage in bandagi that even the
Mulkul Maut cannot seize his soul without first obtaining his permission.
 
There are some incidents of this nature mentioned in Islamic history where momins asked the
Malkul Maut to come back as they had not yet decided to leave this world.
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar told members that she would talk to them with details regarding the
stages of bandagi during the next session.
 
The meeting terminated at 11:30 p.m.



 
The member left with a vote of thanks to Countess Bhachibai Tejpar for her informative and
exceptionally constructive discussion.
 
The next meeting to be held on Friday, the 23rd April 1965 at 9 p.m.
 
******************************************************************
 
MINUTE 39/65:  The minutes of the last meeting were read out.
 
MINUTE 40/65:  
 
The Holy Talikas received from Hazrat Mowlana Shah Karim Al Husseiny Hazar Imam were
read out and them members were overjoyed to receive the loving blessings of Hazar Imam.
 
Minute 41/65:
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Sharif:
 
RE TUNHI MARA SACHA SANHINYAN PIYUJI TUNHI,
KHETI HOVE PREMKI, PANI DIJE GIYAN,
NUR TAJALI PHUPALE, JE LAGE MOWLASU DYAN.
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar explaining the meaning of the above verse said:
 
“Pir Murshid says in the ginan-e-shariff that as we sow seeds of a plant and then we water it as
and when necessary for its growth so that we may one day reap the fruits of our efforts, and the
same formulas is applied for advancement in spiritual world.
 
We sow seeds of love in our hearts for our Imam, we water this plant of love with knowledge
and understanding of the teachings of our religion and the Holy Farmans of Hazar Imam which
enable and help us to experience the supreme joy and happiness in the spiritual world, in other
words, we shall reap the fruits of our efforts.
 
As we have already discussed that there are two types of love, Mijaji (love of the world) and
Hakiki (love for God) and it is very important that a momin should learn first to perform his
duties concerning his physical existence with feelings and love.  His behaviour towards his
parents, his children, his brothers and sisters and his fellowmen should be full of concern and
affection.
 
Those who do not love and respect others and who do not fulfil their duties sympathy and
consideration, simply fail to create good harmony and pleasant atmosphere in their physical
lives, which in other words means that they do not succeed in justifying the demands of Prem
Mijaji.  It is therefore, practically impossible for such people to attain any success in Prem



Hakiki as the progress in spiritual world follows the progress in physical world.
 
PREMSASA AGHIN GANAYE, JAGAT SU JANE,
EK PREMTHI JAGAT JITAYE, KAHYU KON MANE
 
It is incredible the things one could achieve with sincere love and with true feelings.  It is
clearly mentioned in the abovementioned saying that the people do not know that true love has
power to conquer the whole world, but unfortunately, nobody seems to believe it.
 
Once the inner strength develops, a momin adjusts his life in such a way that in all his deeds
and actions there are always glimpses of kindness and affection.  He considers it as his duty to
bring solace to his fellowmen in distress, his object in his life becomes to sow love where there
is hatred, to bring joy where there is sadness, to promote faith where there is doubt and hope
were there is despair.
 
MINUTE 42/65:  STAGES OF PREM “HAKIKI”
 
A momin’s good deeds in his past life help him a lot in his efforts to advance in spiritual life in
the same way as his deeds in his present life would help him in his life to come.
 
There are momins who do things for the sake of doing them, like going to Jamatkhana once a
week, on every Friday, perhaps to avoid some trouble from parents, or with the fear that
someone may point a finger at them for not attending the Jamatkhana.  Needless to say that, this
sort of things do not do any good to them because of the lack of feelings and sentiments
required in deriving some benefits out of religion.
 
The first state of Prem Hakiki is when a momin goes to Jamatkhana, he is aware of that fact that
he is in a sacred place and that for the good of his soul and he has come there.
 
The second stage is when after learning the philosophy of the religion he will possess sincere
ishq for his Imam and will have strong faith in his Imam’s holy guidance.  With the help of Isme
Azam he will make infinite efforts to advance in spiritual world by establishing a link with
Allah.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
TUJ VINE MUJNE NIND NA AVE
NA BHAVE ANN NA PANI HO SAMIJI
 
Pir Murshid says that once the light of Love for the Imam is kindled in a momin’s heart his urge
to have the holy deedar is so overwhelming that he does not eat or sleep well.
 
The fourth state is when a momin succeeds in establishing a link with his creator, and it is
simply impossible to describe the pleasure and satisfaction one experience in this stage not only



spiritually, but his physical life too if filled with this marvelous happiness, everything around
him seems to sway with lilting melodies in air and the atmosphere is so heavenly that at times
the onlookers take such a momin for a madman, as the momin is lost in the enchanting
surroundings created by his wonderful experience.
 
Like Mansoor who was hanged because he claimed himself to be the Almighty, only that
ignorant people did not understand that he felt his should mingled so much with holy Noor of
Allah that he ceased to fell any difference between Allah and himself, like a drop of water loses
itself in an ocean.  But what was Mansoor before?  He was just an ordinary person, and one day
he followed his sister suspecting her of committing some sinful actions and hid behind a wall
peeping when she entered a house.  He saw an eight person congregation.  Suddenly nine
portions of “Holy Jura” (consecrated food) came down and all were surprised to see any extra
portion as they were only eight inside the place.  When they explained to him that they had met
there to meditate for the progress in spiritual world.  Since than Mansoor learnt the truth about
life and death and made such progress that he lost himself in Allah.
 
What a poet says about Mansoor:
 
JAN MANSOORNE DI APNI TANAKZARFISE,
RAAZ KI BAAT KAHIN MARDE KHUDA KAHETE HAI
KAFIRE ISHQ KO MAKBULE KHUDA KHATE HAI
SALIK ISS RAH KO KYA JANE KYA KAHETE HAI
 
The fourth stage in bandagi is quite an experience and the momin who reaches this stage at
times behaves in an extraordinary manner, because it is a great achievement for him to acquire
the deep satisfaction and infinite pleasure that he feels at this stage.  We all are aware that
happiness is a thing that could not be described and if one tries to put this wonderful feeling into
words, he is sometimes misunderstood up to such an extent that people have a tendency to
doubt such a person’s sanity as mentioned in the following verse:
 
CHAKI KAR BAKIYA AN BEHANI
DUR PAHONCHNEKI YE HAI NISHANI
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
ISHQ TO VADIMA NA NIPJE,
ISHQ HATE NA VAHECHAI
ISHE HAIDMAJ NIPJE
HAIDO KORI KHAYE
 
Pir Murshid says that love is not grown on trees, nor could it be bought from the market, it
comes from the heart and those who possess it know the effects of it.
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar continued:
 



Regarding the fourth stage of bandage there are great advantages as well as disadvantages as the
momin at this stage acquires certain power which he should learn to utilize in the right way.  For
example, this momin will be able to have all his questions answered about his past life and
perhaps he may also have some indications regarding his next life.  He may make a wish to
know about something in the process of bandagi and he will get the explanation and so on and
so forth.  As far as the questions are, some concern directly or indirectly in connection to his
own life there is no harm in it, but the trouble begins when he starts asking questions about
other people or other souls.  Such momins have a tendency of developing a superiority complex
and in trying to show off their superiority to others they make certain discoveries concerning
other people and disclose these secrets to give a specimen of their strong powers in the spiritual
world.
 
Consequently, they invite their own ruination by misusing their powers obtained with the grace
of Allah and therefore, it is very important for a momin to observe a lot of care to preserve this
wonderful gift of God.  It is not difficult to obtain something of great value, but is very very
difficult to retain the same.
 
=Talking of the advantages of this power, it serves as a constant and incessant guidance in
matters concerning both the worlds.  Such a person will never be cheated by others as he will
get indications warning him against imposters.
 
Once a man disguised as a priest and went to Shams Tabrez and touched his feet.  Shams Tabrez
with the help of his spiritual power, straightaway learnt that the true identity of the imposter,
and asked him whether he or his beard cam first to this world.  The man instantly replied that
his beard came twenty years after him.  On hearing this Shams Tabrez said that although his
beard had come twenty years later it had become white, yet his soul having come twenty years
earlier was still black and the man did not take long to understand the meaning of the
philosophy expressed in such a beautiful manner.
 
The momin should make efforts to know his ownself, he should ask himself the question about
his coming into this world and what is expected of him and what is he doing for the salvation of
his soul instead of doing the things following others.
 
Like a child for example who calls his mother aunty as others in the family do, but does not
eventually realize that others are her nephews and that is why they call her aunty, but he should
call her mother as he is her child.  In the same way a momin participates in religious activities
by following others and calls Allah “Allah” because others call him Allah.
 
He should ask himself before repeating Allah after others what is the significance of Allah and
what is the relation of his soul with the Holy Noor of Allah.  And this fact should be considered
by each and every momin. Wishing to get somewhere in life.
 
Only the momin who succeeds in establishing a link with Allah in the spiritual world culd have
an idea of innumerable gifts that are bestowed on him by the grace of the Almighty.
 
If you possess true sincere love and affection for someone in this world that person is bound to



reciprocate in a favourable manner and while we are on this subject even animals could be
tamed with love and affection which goes to prove that true love has power to work wonders.
 Then think for a moment how much could be acquired if a momin had ishq and love for his
Imam who is Gafure Rahim (Merciful).  Those who have succeeded in establishing a link with
Allah could write novels about continuous and never ending assistance and kindness they
receive with the grace of Almighty.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
TRAVENI GHAT MANHE AKHAN JYOTI RE
TYAN JAGMAG JAGMAG THAYERE KE VARSE CHE MOTIRE
 
“When a momin settles down well in bandagi and begins to enjoy the deep satisfaction he sees
the divine light glaring like gems”.
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar said that it is up to all momins to make the best of all the advantages
which are at their disposal to derive the great benefits out of this marvelous religion for the
salvation of their souls.
 
The meeting terminated at 11:35 pm at night.
 
The members left with a vote of thanks to Countess Bhachibai Tejpar for her brilliant guidance.
 
The next meeting to be held on Friday May 7th, 1965 at 9 pm.
 
 
 
 
Minutes of session held on May 7/65
 
Minute #43/65 – Minutes of last meeting were read out
 
Minute 44/65
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
SATGUR KAHE JIS GHATMAHEN IMAN PRAGTYO
TESE GAFLAT HOVE DUR
TIYAN ANDHERA KYA KARE, JIYAN SATGUR KERA NOOR
 
Countries Bhachibai Tejpar explaining the meaning of Holy Ginan said,  

“Pir Murshid says that despair and ignorance flee from the momin whose heart is filled with



faith and love for his Imam as the divine light holy noor guides him constantly for his
advancement in both the worlds.
 
A momin’s iman should be as stable as a mountain which does not move an inch despite the
perpetual blowing of strong winds or despite incessant splashing of sea waves.  In other words
the mountain represents iman and the strong winds and waves represent the force of worldly
temptations.  It is therefore, evident that if a momin’s iman is like a mountain, he has nothing to
fear regarding falling into the clutches of unworthy deeds but the problem is to possess this sort
of a strong iman.
 
To possess iman is one thing and to fortify it with efforts to advance in spiritual life is another
thing, just like acquiring extensive knowledge in any field is not enough unless one puts the
theories into practice to derive the best out of it.
 
With the help of the knowledge a momin should then try to put into practice in his daily life by
adjusting himself in order to create pleasant and harmonious atmosphere around him, by doing
good to others and by participating in religious activities he will see it for himself the practical
side of his theories and that is what fortifies a momin’s iman.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
JIRE VIRA RENI AJVARI CHANDSU,
ANE DIVAS AJVARO SURYA,
GHAT AJVALO IMANSU, CHAU DISE VARSE NOOR
 
Pir Murshid says – that as the moon brings light at night and the sun brings brightness during
the daytime, the same way strong iman enlightens a momins life and holy blessing are showered
upon him.
 
Without iman a momin leads a lifeless existence and lacks the courage and strength required in
fighting against the worldly obstacles.  His miseries dominate him upto such an extent that he
becomes like a wingless bird which crawls on the ground.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
PANKHI UN JO UL SAKUN, JAVUN PIYAKE ODRE,
EK JIVKE KARNE, VARUN LAK KAROD RE
Pir Murshid explains the soul’s overwhelming urge to own wings like >>>>>>missing
info<<<<<
 
pleasures that they forget their mission, which is to do something for the salvation of their souls.
 Of course, it is not meant that one should forsake the world or ignore his duties in this world,
not in the least, but it is nevertheless to be emphasized that one should not get so much mingled
in this world that he should forget his soul.
 



Now the question is to learn how to adjust oneself in order to fulfil his missions in both the
worlds.  With the help of true iman and strong faith, a momin’s life becomes so well balanced
that after performing his worldly duties he gets enough time to divert his efforts towards doing
something for his soul and this is the moment when he begins to experience the real happiness
in his life.
 
TASBI TOL, MUSSALA PHAD, KITAB DAAL BA NIME
TASSVAR BAN GAYA DILME, YEHI TAKRAR KAFI HAI
 
A poet says that when the divine light of Holy Noor is lit in a heart there is no need then for
sacred books or rosaries for prayers.
 
The same condition has been explained in Sanskrit as “Anin Bhakti” meaning that a person at
this stage thinks of his Creator at each and every moment of his life.
 
AGNAN TADE SAT GINATHI, MAN PAME AVICHAR THAM RE,
THEN NA UP JE URMI, KAD KRODH NAHIN KAM RE
 
It is necessary to participate in religious discussions for purifications of mind and soul.
 Although a momin’s good deeds in his past life help him a lot in his struggles to advance in the
spiritual world, he still needs someone to guide him from time to time.  As mentioned in the
above verse that ignorance could be cured with the help of knowledge and only after this a
momin acquires complete control over his emotions concerning happiness and sadness.
 
Just as you need a few drops of fuel and a match stick to set fire to a pile of wood, in the same
way one needs a little bit of enlightenment on the true meaning of life, through religion to get
rid of unnecessary burden hindering a momin’s progress in the spiritual world.
 
Think for a moment of the drastic consequences if one had to sail in a boat that has no sails,
oars or an able navigator, and at the mercy of the blowing winds, which may drift him miles
away from his destination.  The answer is that no one in his proper senses would take such a
risk.  Now let us tackle this problem philosophically.  The boat is a human body, the able
navigator is a person’s soul, the journey is the soul’s corporeal existences for its purification and
the destination is A’la Makan ‘Holy Noor’.  That is why a momin has to prepare himself in such
a way that his soul’s journey to its ultimate destination should be made easier day by day with
the help of good deeds.
 
Verse Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
JAJO JAJO SAMDIANI LAHER RE
MARA MAN NA MANELA MOTI LAVJO
 
Pir Murshid says that the soul requests its owner (body) to come into this world and do the
<<<<info missing>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
World his mind and his soul are completely absorbed in meditation with Isme Azam and the



soul on reaching the Holy Noor loses its identity just like a drop of water in an ocean.
 
JAB TALAKK THE MAIN NA PAYA YARKO, PHIR TO BHI HAMKO NA PAYA YARNE
 
A poet voicing a soul’s feeling says that as I was looking for him I could not find him, but when
I found Him, I lost myself.
 
Minute 45/65
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar said that there are certain colours in every person’s breath, and the
list of what these colours represent is given hereunder:
 
RED:  Lust for worldly pleasures
GREEN:  Dark is for Anger and bad temper; light is for peace.
YELLOW:  Sign for selfishness
WHITE:  Purity
BLUE:  Light blue indicates a person’s spiritual advancement
DARK BLUE: Represents ignorance (darkness)
 
When a person succeeds in establishing a link with Allah the colour of his breath at that
moment becomes ashy blue and the same color as produced by burning scented wood.
 
Verse of Ginane-e-Shariff:
 
PIYA RANG BHABHO RANG HAI,
RANGE RANG SAMAYE
JABLU EIN DHRASHTI KARE
TAB RANGE RANG DIHAYE
 
Pir Murshid mentions that the ashy blue colour ones sees during the process of bandagi
(meditation) is an indication of the soul’s meeting with the Holy Noor.
 
Minute 46/65 – ISME ASAM
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar said that people somehow do not understand the meaning of
receiving the ISME AZAM, which is bestowed upon them by the grace of the Imam of the time.
 They should always remember that it is given to them for their advancement in physical as well
as the spiritual world.  The innumerable gifts of Allah would be at their disposal if only they
tried to make use of the Holy Isme Azam.
 
During the time of Hazrat Mowlana Sultan Mohamed Shah, several persons married to non-
ismailis tried to obtain “Baitul Khayal” service for their husbands.  There are holy farmans to
prove that their requests were not granted on the grounds that the holy Isme Azam of baitul
khayal was given only to Ismailis for the salvation of their souls.



 
Replying to the question whether the ceremony of Chandraat and Ziarat relieved a momin of his
sins, Countess Bhachibai Tejpar explained that despite all the facilities at his disposal, the
teachings of this marvelous religion, holy guidance and Holy Farmans of the Imam of the time
and the Holy Isme Azam, a person becomes the victim of worldly temptations and makes no
efforts to do something for his soul cannot really expect to be pardoned for his sins.
 
No doubt the ceremonies of Ziarat and Chandraat Mijalas certainly do some good to his soul but
he still has to pay for his devilish deeds <<<<<<<<<<<<info missing>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Him to experience the supreme joy and everlasting happiness by establishing a link with Allah.
 
The meeting terminated 11:55 PM
 
The next meeting was to be held on Friday the 21st of May 1965 at 9 pm.
 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<info missing>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
 
no comparison against sincere love and devotion for Imam.  And then what is the point of
possessing worldly treasures when one does not know how to make good use of these gifts
bestowed upon him by the grace of Allah by doing something for one’s own soul’s betterment,
like Count Salemohamed Ladha, who for example donated 25 lakh shillings by establishing a
trust which is of tremendous assistance to various momins in difficulties.  Although mahrum
Count Salehmohamed is no more in this world, his name shall always be remembered for
generations to come.  The remarkable connection between the examples of Mr. Manji Rattansi
and Count Salemohamed is that the former is the latter’s great grandfather!
 
Minute 49/65 (cont’d from Alwaez Shamsudin Tejpar’s recording)
 
Discussing about Isme Azam and Baitul Khayal, Mr. Tejpar said that when a professor from
Cairo’s Al Azhar University came to attend a conference held in Mombasa to discuss the
Islamic religion, he asked the professor how was it possible to know Allah, as mentioned in the
Holy Quran-e-Shariff that He had created the world so that people may know Him.  The
professor asked Alwaez Shamsudin Tejpar whether he was aware of Namaz, Roza, Zakaat, Hajj
etc., and Alwaez replied that the practical side of the religion was not enough to advance in the
spiritual world and asked whether there was any other way besides the practical aspect to enable
a person to establish a link with the Creator.  The professor then asked Alwaez Shamsudin
Tejpar whether he was afraid of Dojak (hell) and therefore was in search of a way to go to
heaven and on receiving the reply that none was applicable, said that he was not aware of any
other means of advancing in the spiritual world.  Hearing this Alwaez asked the professor
whether it was true that Hazrat Nabi Muhammad used to sit with 12 Ashabs in private and that
some secrets were passed and also that after Hazrat Nabi Saheb the same ceremony was
performed in the presence of Hazrat Ali.  The professor eventually accepted that perhaps they
used to practice bandagi (meditation) with Isme Azam.  The purpose of telling al this is that
although all the religions may possess this gift of Isme Azam, under one name or another, but
the trouble is that there is no one to guide the disciples towards this path of establishing a link
with the Creator.  Just like owning books on a certain subject is not enough unless one studies



them thoroughly.
 
We are fortunate to have holy guidance constantly and it is up to us to make the best of the
facilities available for the salvation of our souls.
 
Minute 50/65
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
SAKHI MAHAPAD KERI WAAT KOIK JANE
JENE SATGUR MILYA SAR SOHI PICHENE
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar explaining the meaning of the above verse said, “It is very difficult
to explain in words the pleasures of the spiritual world, in the same way as it is difficult to
explain to someone the taste of honey when the person has never had the occasion to taste it.
 Later Pir Murshid says that the one who has experienced the joy by establishing a link with
Allah could only know it.
 
A momin should not wait for a miracle to take place, but should try to prepare himself by doing
the needful in purifying his soul in order to adjust himself in such a way that he may not need
someone to guide him all the time, as he will become master of himself by developing power to
judge all his activities.  
 
 
A poet says that “to see it’s own reflection, I was used as a mirror”.  Meaning that when the soul
leaves this body and travels up in the space during the process of bandagi (meditation), the soul
sees it’s own form through the person’s eyes, as only after receiving the indication of soul’s
overwhelming urge to establish a link with Holy Noor, a person gets down to concentrate in
bandagi.  But these indications are only received by people who have a pure mind and a strong
will power.
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar further said, “Coming regularly to Jamatkhanas and to concentrate
during duas (prayers) three times a day provides a good practice to a momin who is wishing to
learn how to concentrate in bandagi.  Once a momin’s mind is trained to control his thoughts
and inspiration for him to begin the process of bandagi with a complete control over his
thoughts.
 
Then when he sits in bandagi his only thought is to communicate with Allah (Holy Noor) and
that is the moment when he begins to advance in the spiritual world.  Going to Jamatkhana at 4
o’clock in the morning and praying up to 5 o’clock, the hour fixed for bandagi, does not mean
that a momin should not remember his Creator afterwards, on the contrary a momin must never
forget that Allah is always present and should be aware of this fact while performing his duties
in his daily life.
 
A true momin is one who always has a desire of being of some use to other momins and who



never misses a chance to help others in their difficulties.  Once a person voicing a flower’s
feelings said that when asked of what use was it’s short existence, replied that although it’s
existence was short it created a pleasant sight with its beauty, it pleased may minds with it’s
fragrance and it decorated and created a charming atmosphere with it’s presence yet human
beings who lived for such a long time rarely did something for others.
 
Another thing, which is of vital importance, is a person’s diet.  There are people who eat such a
lot of meat without realizing that such a diet would result in harmful consequences for them, as
this would stimulate their blood and would subsequently arouse their animal instincts and
needless to say that such a person will not have kindness, consideration for others and peace of
mind required to do something for his soul by advancing in the spiritual world.
 
There are several Holy Farmans advising momins to consume animal flesh as little as possible
and to eat more and more vegetables and fruit and momins wishing to sit in bandagi must adjust
their diet accordingly.
 
Talking about animal instincts once a momin invited a Yogi to her place with a wish that he may
give her his blessings.  When her husband came to know about it, he became very annoyed that
he practically chased the Yogi out of his house and on top of that asked the Yogi to pay for the
meal that he had consumed.  The Yogi calmly asked the host to be a human being and left.  Few
months later, the man met the same Yogi again in a temple and once again claimed money for
the meal from the Yogi, and once again the Yogi asked him to be a human being.  On hearing
the same reply, the man got very angry and started shouting at the Yogi.  At this point, the Yogi
gave him a piece of glass and asked him to look at the people through the piece of glass, then
the Yogi asked him to turn the piece of glass and to look again through it.  The man had a shock
of his life, as from the other side when he looked through the piece of glass he saw lions, dogs,
cats, and mice
 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>missing information>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
 
when the divine light is lit in a momin’s heart, he sees others with love and affection, this state
of mind is known as “Sum Dhrashti” meaning that he feels Allah’s presence everywhere and in
everybody.
 
HARINE PUJANTA WISHWA PUHAI
PUJAK PUJE HARI TRIPATH THAI
 
While serving humankind one feels as it he is serving God, as he becomes aware of the fact that
every person has Holy Noor in him and pleases God by serving mankind sincerely and without
any selfish motives.  As we have already said once that good deeds take away bad deeds and
there is not better way to advance in both the worlds then by assisting others in their hard times.
 The idea of being of some use to others is a thing that fortifies a person’s inner strength, which
helps to develop a strong will power, which of course, is the key point of a person’s success in
both the worlds.
 
One should therefore, learn to discard selfish motives out of his actions which will give a



purpose and meaning to his life and will enable him to make preparations for advancement day
by day.
 
Replying to the question whether a person well advanced in the spiritual world could possess a
bad temper, Countess Bhachibai Tejpar said that as we have discussed about “Sum Dhrashti”
meaning that the person begins to feel God’s existence in each and every human being, it is
rather difficult to accept the presence of this outlook and a bad temper together.  Truly speaking,
it would show that the person has not yet succeeded in his mission completely as the
advancement in the spiritual world begins on completion of his struggles of gaining absolute
control over his feelings, otherwise known as “JOGI” or an art of dealing with people without
getting impatient or by losing their tempers else there would not be any difference between
them and a common man on the street.
 
Replying to the question regarding the day of Judgement, Countess Bhachibai Tejpar said that
for a momin the day when his soul leaves its corporeal existence is the day of Judgement for
him.  All his lifetime’s deeds and events are projected before his eyes at the time of his death,
and for those who did good in this world, it will be a day of joy and happiness and for others it
will be a day of repentance.
 
The meeting terminated at 11:50 PM.
 
The next meeting to be held on Friday, 4th of June, 1965 at 9 PM.
 
Minute 51/1965: minutes of the last meeting were read out.
 
Minute 52/1965:
 
BHALERE BHAI AMAR MOTI BHAR RAHYA
JE NAR JAGINDHA SOHI LUNINDHA
TUN TO AUFAL FALO MERE BHAI
BHAI HIN BHAYUNSE BHAV KARYO
BHAI HIN SAHEBUNDHA BHAV SOHAMNA
SO MAN SAMJINE WAJAJ KARYO
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar explaining the meaning of the above verse said:
 
Pir Murshid says that there is no point in coming into this world if a momin does not lead his
life in an exemplary manner by doing deeds which would remain in this world like real gems
even after he is gone.  Further on there is a mention that only those who are awake would
acquire the treasures, meaning in other words, that those who lead a pure and sincere existence
and who are always aware of the fact that they have come into this world for the salvation of
their souls shall succeed in their mission by establishing a link with the Creator.
 
The degree of love for the Imam is an important factor of a momin’s success in his life as this
provides a strong foundation for him to make efforts to succeed in his mission to advance in



both the worlds.
 
The next thing for a momin is to train himself to sit in the process of bandagi, and to do this he
has to gain control over the following three things:
 
ADHI:  Meaning all sorts of thoughts preventing him to concentrate fully during bandagi
(meditation)
 
VYADHI:  Meaning worldly problems and worries.
 
UPADHI:  Meaning the worries concerning other people and their affairs.
 
Without an absolute control over the above-mentioned points, it is practically impossible for a
momin to make any progress in bandagi.  The only thought a momin should have is to establish
a link with Allah and with a little bit of practice in this way, a momin will soon arrive at a stage
when this throughout will dominate all others and will subsequently enable him to advance in
the spiritual world.
 
Once a momin gains control over his mind, he should then try to fit the Holy Isme Azam in his
breathing system, and once the Holy Isme Azam is well set in his breathing system, the momin
will feel vibrations produced by the electricity in his body and this is the stage when a momin
begins to see the Divine Light (Holy Noor).
 
When a momin is well absorbed in bandagi, his body becomes lighter and lighter gradually as
his soul begins to travel up in the space and this is the stage when a momin discovers the hidden
treasures of the spiritual world.  He gets answers to all his questions and he manages to see
whatever his heart desires.
 
Hazrat Mowlana Sultan Mohammed Shah’s Holy Farman says that with the help of bandagi
(meditation) a momin will be able to converse with the other souls and with the angels.
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar further said,
 
People think that it is a very difficult thing to sit in bandagi on the grounds that they do not have
enough time or that they have a lot of other things to attend to, which take up all their extra time
and energy, in that case, a momin should try to begin by sitting in bandagi for only a few
moments and then should increase the time slowly as and when it is convenient for him to do
so.  Before sitting in bandagi there are certain adjustments to be made in a person’s life in order
to achieve peace of mind, which is of vital importance and the following points should be taken
in to consideration:
 
PATIENCE:  As we know that patience is a virtue and momins should always take extra care to
have a complete control over it and should never lose his head over things which may be of an
irritating nature.  On the contrary if he tried to tackle them without getting impatient and with
his head on his shoulders he will be able to solve his problems with an extraordinary ease and



the demonstration of his control over his temper will have a remarkable effect on others.
 
Unfortunately people who are victims of false pride and worldly popularity lead lives on their
nerves as they are constantly afraid that others may oversmart them or may overpower them but
forget the most important factor that they feel this way because they lack depth and also faith in
themselves.
 
SELFPRIDE:  If taken in the right sense this should enable a person to be conscious of all his
deeds and should always be in a habit of foreseeing the consequences of an action before
committing the same as he will always feel that his self pride is at stake.  Such a person is
therefore, extremely considerate and understanding.
 
TRUTH:  It is very easy to get out of a difficult situation by telling a lie, but the person who
does this perhaps does not realize that he is only displaying his own inability and the lack of
courage to face the truth.  Undoubtedly it may be very damaging at times to tell the truth but
then where is the challenge when there are no obstacles?  It is very very important for a momin
to observe the rule of telling the truth and to stick to it despite all the temptations to get out of
the trouble by telling lies, as the habit of telling lies will sooner or later result into drastic
consequences for such a person and not only that others may stop believing in him, but they will
have a tendency to doubt his worthiness.  Needless to say that such a person will not have many
friends and such an unpleasant atmosphere created by his own weakness, will make him suffer a
lot in his life and will never have a peace of mind.
 
When we talk about making certain adjustments in life, we mean that a momin should adapt
such qualities, which will be of a tremendous help to him for the purification of his mind and
his soul.
 
There are people who sit in the process of bandagi regularly, but cannot, unfortunately claim to
have achieved something; and the reason for this is that due to unstable state of their minds and
the reactions if their unworthy deeds prevent them to obtain full concentration during bandagi
and that is the reason why such a lot of emphasis is laid upon the idea of adjusting one’s life
before making efforts to advance in the spiritual world.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
SRESHT WARAS KARE JO BANDAGI
SAJAN KERI EK JE RATI
 
Meaning that a person may sit in bandagi for a thousand years but the effect of his efforts will
be as if he just thought of his Allah for a moment only.  In other words it means that if a person
sits in bandagi and his mind wanders here and there the charm of the whole process is marred
and he is unable to gain complete control over his thoughts and on the other hand if he
continues to do wrong to his fellowmen and gets involved in sinful actions, it is not difficult to
imagine the state of his mind when he sits during bandagi and therefore, fails to make any
progress whatsoever.



 
While talking of qualities, another thing, which is of a great importance, is PARDON.  A real
momin will always rise above the ordinary by pardoning the person who did some harm to him,
instead of doing something wrong to him in return.  We are aware of the saying “to err is
human, but to forgive is divine” and a momin should follow this good principle in his life,
which will train his mind to control his feelings and will subsequently fortify his inner strength.
 
It is mentioned in Islamic history that when the River Nile gave way to Hazrat Musa and his
army to cross over as they were being chased by Namrud’s army, and once Hazrat Musa’s army
had crossed over, the waters began to rise over the path to drown Namrud’s army and at this
juncture Namrud called on Hazrat Musa three times to pardon him and to save him, but Hazrat
Musa refused to pardon him and to save him.  Namrud and his army were drowned.  For not
pardoning Namrud, Hazrat Musa was punished by the Almighty by keeping Hazrat Musa on the
fourth heaven instead of allowing Hazrat Musa to reach the seventh heaven, the ultimate
destination.
 
It is therefore, obvious that a momin has to make constant efforts to possess good qualities and
to make a good use of them in his daily life if he has a desire to be a true momin.  Such qualities
will create a very healthy state of mind and will make his efforts truly effective.
 
It is mentioned in the Holy Imame Mubin that there are 313 true momins in this world, people
whose each and every activity is based upon their love and ishq for the Creator and work
incessantly not only for the salvation of their own souls, but for the souls of their fellowmen
too.
 
Minute 53/1965
 
For the sake of better comprehension of the subject, following members request, Countess
Bhachibai Tejpar once again discussed about the colours ones sees after making some progress
in the spiritual world, as follows:
 
In Countess Bhachibai Tejpar’s words,
 
“Bhabho Rang (ashy blue colour produced by burning incense) is an indication of the soul’s
reunion with the divine light (holy Noor) and when a momin sees this colour during bandagi, he
feels deep satisfaction and a joy beyond imagination.
 
Light green (leaf green) indicates peace and contentment in a person’s heart.
 
Yellow colour is produced by the electricity formed in a body once the Isme Azam is well set in
the breathing system, it is an indication of a person’s awakening in the spiritual life.
 
In the beginning these colours are dark, but as a momin makes progress by adjusting his daily
life doing good deeds and by becoming a good judge of all his actions, these colours become
lighter and lighter day by day which indicates the purification of a person’s soul.



 
After reaching a certain stage in bandagi, a person gets constant guidance, from these colours
that he sees in bandagi in his daily life.  For example, if someone tries to swindle or cheat such
a person, he will straight away get a warning to guard himself against the imposter, as he sees
the colour which is warning for him to be careful.  In this manner, a person who is trying to
advance on the right path gets help and protection in endless ways from supernatural powers.”
 
Minute 54/1965
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar said that once a man asked a Yogi to tell him who was a coward,
who was unhappy and who was poor in this world, and the Yogi replied as follows:
 
COWARD:  It was he who had a lot of money and having grown so fond of his wealth that he
dreaded each and every moment of his life fearing that someone may steal it from him.  Those
who live without courage and faith in themselves are real cowards as they are always afraid of
others overpowering them.
 
UNHAPPY:  A person who has responsibilities of large family circle and who is all by himself
to carry the whole burden on his shoulders is really unhappy.
 
POOR:  A person who is the victim of worldly temptations upto such an extent that he may
even fail to make good use of gifts bestowed upon him by the Grace of Allah, and for example
the one who is dominated by his urge to possess more and more wealth, instead of making a
good use of it in the right way for his own good, is a person who is really poor.
 
It is a pity that people often forget that the only thing that goes with them when they leave this
world, is their deeds and that they will take away whatever they gave to others and lose
whatever they kept for themselves in this world.
 
55/1965
 
DUNIYA JENE MITHYA JANI, TENE MANO PAHELO GINANI
PRAPANCH JENE BAHDHYA TANE, TENE MANO BIJO GINANI
SEVE JE SADA SATYA WANI, TENE MANO TRI JO GINANI
 
Explaining the meaning of the above verse, Countess Bhachibai Tejpar said, “The one who is
always aware of the fact that he has to give an account of his deeds in this world to Allah one
day, and does not let himself get influenced by the worldly riches and ignore that besides
making efforts to succeed in this world he has also to do something for his soul is truly a
learned person.
 
The one who while making efforts to advance in this world, does not forget to follow the good
principles of honesty and sincerity is another learned person.
 



The one, who always speaks the truth and does not fall into the clutches of temptations to
deceive and cheat others by telling lies, is a learned person too.
 
JINU GHAR JULTE THE HATHI, HAHARA RAAJ KE SATHI,
UNOKO KHAK AB HAI KHATI, KE AAKHIR KHAK HO JANA
 
Those who possessed endless treasures and greater riches had to leave this world too and no one
even hears of them anymore now as all that is alive today has to die tomorrow, and one who is
conscious of this bare fact of life should start before it is too late to do something for his soul
instead of devoting all his efforts towards acquiring worldly riches only.
 
A momin’s intention should not be based upon receiving Holy Guidance for the betterment of
this world, when he sits in bandagi as this would have conditional aspect, on the contrary, all he
should desire for is to have strength and courage to solve his worldly problems in order that he
may get more time and the necessary inspiration to strive for the salvation of his soul, as a poet
says:
 
SODAGIRI BAHIN HAI, YE IBADAT KHUDAKI HAI,
AY, BEKHABAR JEHANKI TAMANA BHI CHOD DE
 
Replying to general questions, Countess Bhachibai Tejpar said that even a person who may
have everything that he may desire in this world, he still should not forget to remember the
Creator as one never knows when the troubles come, and then they do not know where to turn
to get solace and comfort in life, he may fall for anything, and on the other hand should it not be
his duty to thank the lord to express his gratitude for having receiving all the gifts in life, when
around him there are people in  agony?
 
In conclusion, Countess Bhachibai Tejpar said that all momins should try to lead a good and
honest life and to devote some time towards making efforts for the purification of their minds
and souls by taking interest in religious discussions, by attending, regularly the prayers in
Jamatkhana, by doing good to others and in this way they will surely succeed in their mission to
establish a link with Allah.
 
The meeting terminated at 11:50 PM.
 
The next meeting to be held on Friday the 18ty of June, 1965 at 9 PM.
 
 
Minute 56/1965
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
SATGUR KAHERE PARTAK UGYA ANE PRAGTYA
ANE BHITAR CHANDRUDA HOVE
SOL KAEL E UGYA



TENI RASAYAN BA BUJERE KOYE RE
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar explaining the meaning of the above verse said:
 
“Describing a momin’s gradual advancement in the spiritual world, Pir Murshid applies the
simile of sixteen stages between the Moon’s first appearance after darkness until its complete
formation on the night of a full moon.  As at first one sees only an arc shaped form of light,
which increases day by day until eventually it covers the moon completely, in the same way a
momin purifies his mind and his soul day by day once he begins to make efforts to advance in
the spiritual world, as his good deeds help him to get rid of the darkness of ignorance and he
gradually learns to apply appropriate means in order to do something for the salvation of his
soul.
 
A momin who is desirous to make some progress, should begin by developing his will power to
enable him to gain complete control over his feelings and his senses and some of these are
quoted here under:
 
TONGUE:  There are people who at times hurt others by saying things which they perhaps do
not mean to say, but as they have got into the habit of taking too much, they find it difficult
sometimes to refrain from passing unnecessary remarks without foreseeing the consequences of
their careless and unfounded phrases.  Such persons should, therefore, begin by following the
golden rules, which preaches to think all one says and not to say all one thinks.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
JIBIYA INDRI EKAJ NAL
JO BANDHE SO UTRE PAR,
INDRI THAR WINYA PAP NA JAYE
PAP GAYA WINYA MOKSH NA THAY
 
Pir Murshid says that without control over the tongue a momin is likely to commit lots of sins,
hindering his chances to make good progress and only those who have acquired the art of
saying whatever is necessary with due consideration and care for others are the ones who will
succeed in their mission to do the needful for the salvation of their souls.
 
EYES:  There are people who derive great pleasure out of detecting other person’s faults and
defects and do not unfortunately stop there but go as far as revealing their discoveries to others,
which in other words, means backbiting.  It is really a pity to think that anybody could have
such a mentality to destroy those who have not done any wrong to him and a true momin should
always remember that nobody is perfect in this world and should consider it as his duty to help
others to get rid of their weak points without interfering in their personal lives of course, and
without being impertinent in his dealings with them.
 
MIND:  A momin should have such a mind that he should first put himself in the other person’s
position before judging him, also he may later on regret having been hard on someone who



perhaps did not deserve it.  But this would only come if he has control over his feelings to allow
him to think with a cool head instead of getting excited.  Another thing which is of great
importance and that is to refrain from using harsh words even at the time when a person finds it
difficult to keep his temper.  Only those who do not know how to defend themselves with
constructive language and this would only indicate a person’s immaturity and his inability to
tackle the problem adequately.
 
PRIDE:
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
HO JIRE MARA HANSA BUDH NI BANDHUK NE SURATI NO DARU
TO A SATKI TALWARESU LADNA JI
 
Pir Murshid says in the above verse that with the help of head and thoughts a person should
learn to fight against all the obstacles to succeed in his mission to reach his destination.
 
But some people employ their thoughts and use their heads for possessing false pride and get so
carried away with some ability or qualities that they may possess that they even look down at
others and consider themselves much more superior than others.  They even forget to make
good use of their abilities in order to adjust their lives with the help of their intelligence and
knowledge for the purification of their souls.  They get so absorbed in their world of self esteem
and their false pride of superiority that they even refuse to accept any advise from others
however genuine it may be.  But then there comes a day when they are forced by circumstances
to face the truth but at such a moment when they find it very difficult to make the necessary
adjustments due to lack of required facilities to do so.
 
If a momin applies the above mentioned points in the right manner in his daily life, the ray of
Divine Light will increase day by day in the same way as the moon grows and the momin will
one day enable his soul to lose itself into the Divine Light and will glow like the moon on the
night of the full moon.
 
It may be difficult for a momin to make a progress in the beginning, but step by step, it will
become easier and easier for him to advance until he reaches his ultimate destination which is to
establish a link with Allah.
 
Minute 57/1965
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar explained that some people withdraw themselves from their worldly
duties in order to have time and peace of mind to concentrate in bandagi (meditation) but this is
not the right thing to do to ignore one’s duties in Prem Mijaji and to stick to Prem Hakiki and
there are Holy Farmans of Imams to support the argument that a true momin should acquire an
ability to execute his duties in both worlds.  The true charm of advancing in the spiritual world
comes when a momin stays in this world and performs his worldly duties at the same time he
makes efforts to do something for his soul.



 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar cited an incident saying:
 
“Once there was a person during the time of Hazrat Mowlana Ali who prayed for 40 years
asking for a chance to give his head in war as the proof of his love for the Imam by defending
the Imam’s army in war against the enemies.
 
One day Hazrat Ali sent for him and informed him to get himself prepared to go to battle next
day.  The person requested for Holy Deedar but was told to wait until the next day, and was
taken to a palace as Imam’s guest.  The person saw every riches of the world at his disposal,
there were beautiful women to serve him and to look after his every wish and desire, which for
the person turned out to be too good to be true and was overwhelmed by such heavenly
pleasures that when called upon the time to go to battle, he changed his mind and requested for
his stay over there to be prolonged.
 
In short, the person failed to resist against the temptations of worldly pleasures and became the
victim of these temptations upto such an extent that he even forgot the honor of serving the
Imam which he had been craving for, for 40 years.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
DUNIYA KARAN DIN GUMAVE,
MURKH NA CHETE LOKANJI
SWARG TANA MEVA GUMAYA
GUMAVYO AMARO DEEDAR
 
Pir Murshid says in the above verse that for the sake of worldly happiness a person sacrifices
the heavenly joy and happiness and does not even realize that by doing this he also loses the
Holy Deedar by establishing a link with the Creator.
 
LOBH LALACH MAN MOHSU LAGAT HAI, SO DUNIYAKA CHODO E FANDHA
 
To perform worldly duties is one thing, and get so absorbed in this world so that a person may
even forget his soul is another thing.  A momin should always remember that he has come into
this world to achieve something and all his activities should therefore be based upon this fact.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
SANSARI TENE KAHIYE
JENE PRAPANCH UPAR PRIT
ASAT NE TE SAT KAHE
GYAN TANI BAHIN RIT
 
Pir Murshid says that he is not a momin who is the victim of all the worldly temptations who



indulges in all sorts of scheming and planning to cheat others and goes up to the extent of
believing into something that is wrong and false instead of facing the truth.
 
A true momin should be like a flower, which creates a pleasant atmosphere with its fragrance,
and his object in life should be of being of some assistance for his fellowmen’s betterment in
the world and should never forget that he has a mission to accomplish.
 
During the time of King Ibrahim Mohamed Bukhara, who had all the riches of the world at his
disposal and had therefore, forgotten that he had to do something for his soul besides making
the best of the worldly pleasures, Prophet Khizer in disguise, went to the King’s court and asked
the permission to take some rest on the the throne as he had been travelling for a long time.  The
kin was amazed at the stranger’s audacity first, then on second thought asked the servant to
show him a way to a chamber where the stranger could take some rest.  But the stranger insisted
on relaxing on the throne only and nowhere else.  Seeing that the King was losing his patience,
the Prophet asked him who had occupied the throne before him.  The King replied that it was
his father and before him his grandfather and before him his great grandfather and so on, and on
hearing this the prophet told the King that those who occupied it previously were no more there
and he who was occupying them, will not be there forever.  The King straight away got the
message and ran after the stranger who was leaving the palace and was informed about the true
identity of the stranger.  The prophet enlightened him with the true facts of life and death and
form that moment onwards the King transformed completely.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
JIS GHAR RAHEN NA PAIYE
HAIYA NA BANDHE TIT
JAVU PARDESH PRONLA
RAHYA UTHAI CHINT RE
 
Pir Murshid says that do not grow too fond of a place where you will not be able to remain
forever so do not love this world too much as you will have to leave it one day.
 
When a person goes away from his home, despite all the pleasures and attractions of the place
he is visiting, he will still remember that he has a home and his duties to go back to and will
always look forward to coming back home, same way a momin should remember that he has
come into this world for a short while as he has a mission to accomplish and should never forget
that he has to go back from where he has come like the visitor who goes back home.
 
With the above fact in mind, a momin will take great care in performing his duties in this world,
and at the time of distress and despair he will not get too upset as he will be aware that he is
only a visitor for a short period and that nothing really belongs to him really.  He will always be
thankful for all the gifts of Allah and will bow down his head expressing his sincere gratitude
for the assistance received during his mission by the grace of Allah.
 
He will also be aware of the fact that each and every human being is possessing Allah’s Noor
(holy Divine Light) in him and will thus look at everybody with love and affection.  His aim



will be of serving Allah by serving humanity.  He will have comfort and solace for those who
will knock at his door and will always be prepared to do whatever possible to assist them in
solving their problems.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
JEM SASIYAR AKASHE CHANDA TEM
KOT KOT KUYMBH JALMAHEN DEKHO
 
A momin who has purified his mind and his soul will be looked upon by others as someone to
turn to for advice and guidance.  He who sees Holy Noor in all will inspire faith and confidence
and will thus be of enormous assistance to others during their difficult times.  Others will wish
to meet him and be near him with the same force as the sea waves on the night of full moon.
 On the other hand the momin considers it to be a great honour to be some use to others as his
activities are based upon the fact that is to please Allah by pleasing his fellowmen.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
SAB GHAT SAMI MARA BHARPUR BETHA TAME
GAFAL DOOR MA DEKHO, EK JIO JIRE BHAI
 
A momin should never look down at others and should always be very careful before judging
others.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
DITHDA DOSH KISIKO NA DIJE, TO ANDITHA KUN KAR DIJE
 
In support of the above verse of Ginan-e-Shariff, Countess Bhachibai cited an incident saying:
 
“One day Hassaan Basrai was sitting near a sea shore where he saw a man sitting near a woman
and near them there was a wine jug.  The man greeted him but Hassan Basrai refused to return
the greeting and turned his head away as he made his own conclusions about them.  Suddenly
he saw a boat carrying seven persons caught up in a storm and the young man rushed towards
and rescued six persons, one after the other.  He then came to Hassan Basrai and asked him to
rescue the seventh, but he refused and requested the young man to rescue the victim.  After
rescuing the seventh person, the young man came to Hassan Basrai and told him that as he had
drawn his own conclusions when he had refused to greet him and the woman sitting near him
but the truth was that the woman in question was his mother and the wine jug contained nothing
but pure water as he had come back from a long journey and he was thirsty.  To start with, due
to his inability Hassan Basrai could not rescue the victims of the storm and this fact had been of
quite a bit of embarrassment for him and what he heard next about the relation between the man
and woman, turned out to be quite a blow for him and he really was ashamed for having
misjudged them.
 



The moral is to think very carefully and to study someone from every angle before saying
anything about him and that is why Pir Murshid says that even if you know about someone’s
faults do not reveal them and should never try to judge others, else one may do a lot of harm to
someone who did not deserve it.
 
Minute 58/1965
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar said that in 1905 when Hazrat Mowlana Sultan Mohammad Shah
visited Zanzibar the Jamat presented a garland of flowers to the Imam.  On receiving the
garland, the Imam said, that to Him it was a garland of thorns, as there was no unity in the
Jamat.  The Imam further said it was a thing of pain and agony to learn that the members of the
jamat held grudges against one another, as it is very painful for parents to learn that their
children lack harmony and understanding in the same way it is heartbreaking for a spiritual
father to learn about the lack of unity among their spiritual children.
 
The momins should always try to create harmonious atmosphere with one another and should
try to do the needful in creating a fraternal bond with their fellowmen.
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar further said that momins who try to follow the teachings of the
religion and adjust their lives in order to lead sincere and pious lives, should leave the rest for
Allah to judge, as one poet says:
 
KHAHETE THE KHUDA DILME NA GABHRAE MOHAMED
BKSHUGA USIKO JISE KAHE DENGE MOHAMED
EK EK KO MAIN BAKSHUNGA TAHANRAZE KAYAMAT
UMMATKI UNANOSE NA SHARMAYE MOHAMED
DMAN MAIN CHUPALE MUJE, PARDA MERE AIBOKA NA KHUL JAYE MOHAMED
 
Replying to the question why people do not make progress after sitting in bandagi for years,
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar said,
 
“IBADAT KARNE KE LIYE HATHME LIYA MANKA
DIL UPAR BEJE PARDE, MANKA PHIRANA MUSHKIL
AAG DARIYAKO LAGE, USKA BUJANA MUSHKIL
 
When a person sits with a tasbi (rosary) in his hand and begins to pray, his mind is miles away
lost in all sorts of thoughts.  Needless to say that the person will not be able to concentrate in his
prayers as he is dominated by his thoughts, and that is why such a lot of emphasis is laid upon
the idea of controlling one’s mind and thoughts before sitting in the process of bandagi
(meditation).  In Holy Ginan-e-Sharif, it is said that without concentration thousand years’
bandagi is equal to a minute’s bandagi, and minute’s bandagi with full concentration is equal to
forty years of bandagi.
 
In conclusion, Countess Bhachibai Tejpar said that if momins cultivated true love and ishq for
the Imam, and based their worldly activities upon this fact, they would definitely find it easier
to console themselves during the time of distress and despair and will eventually acquire a force
to struggle against all the obstacles to succeed in their mission.



 
The meeting ended at 11:50
Next meeting to be held on Friday 2nd July, 1965 at 9 PM.
 
Minute 59/65: Minutes of the last meeting were read out.
 
Minute 60/1965
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
SAKHI MARI ATAMNA ODHAR KE, ALAGA MA JAJO RE
EVO SWARUP MINDARIYO SAAR, TIYAN TAME BIRAJO RE
 
Explaining the meaning of the above verse, Countess Bhachibai Tejpar said that Pir Murshid
requests the Lord and Master of His soul (Allah) to remain always on the throne of His heart’s
domain.
 
Countess Bhachibai further said,
 
“Those Momins who have succeeded in establishing a link with the Creator, find it simply
unbearable to be separated from Holy Noor even for a moment.  Before doing anything, they
seek Allah’s consent and guidance as the one and the only object in their life is to please Allah,
and this fact provides them with a strong foundation while executing their worldly duties.
 
According to a person’s deeds in his life, he creates two types of bonds with other souls,
corporeal or spiritual.
 
As we have already discussed that when a parent has several children, there are some with
whom he will get along easily, and there may be a child who he may love more than others, and
there is also a possibility that he may not like one of them for one reason or another.  Although
they are all his own children, but is to be emphasized that they are different souls who have
become his children as a result of his dealings with them in his previous lives.  The child goes
out of his way and makes incessant efforts to please him (the parent).  He does this because he
is expressing his gratitude for some favours and assistance in the past.  On the other hand the
child who does nothing but creates problems for his parent is making him pay back for the bad
turn done to him in the past.  And this is the reason why a Momin is always reminded that he
should try and do good to others and take particular care in order to avoid hurting others.
 
Talking about the spiritual bond, one could cite numerous incidents when suddenly one meets a
stranger who receives him with warmth and kindness, and who is prepared to make every
sacrifice for his happiness.  Same argument applies to different friends one has in life, there are
some who are after a good time, there are some who are good company and then there are some
on whom one could count for help and assistance at any time of the day or night, yet they are all
called friends, but each one with his own individual interpretation of the term called
“friendship”. Then, there are times when one meets a total stranger who some how irritates him



for no obvious reason.  The only logical explanation for this is that such an unpleasant
atmosphere is created be some sort of disagreement between the souls in the past.
 
Those Momins who have not advanced in the spiritual world act in reciprocal manner and love
those who love them and hate those who hate them, but those who have reached a certain stage
in the spiritual world go deep into the matter when confronted with someone who despises
them, as they form a habit of seeking Allah’s guidance when they come across something
beyond their comprehension.  Once they discover the reason for a person’s hateful attitude
towards them, they do everything in their power to make every sacrifice in order to restore
harmonious relationship with the person who hates them.
 
A momin who has Divine Light (holy Noor) kindled in his heart sees Allah’s Holy Noor in
everybody, and, therefore, finds it unbearable to accept the idea that anybody could hold
something against him.
 
As from a bar of gold, a goldsmith makes various articles of different shapes and calls them
rings, bangles, bracelets, necklaces, etc, but calling them this or that does not alter the fact that
each of these things is a part of the bar of gold.  In the same manner, despite all the differences
among human beings, the common factor is that each one’s soul is part of the Divine Light
(holy Noor) as mentioned in the verse of Ginan-e-Shariff mentioned hereunder:
 
SABGHAT SWAMI MARO HATHE SU NEDA,
SABGHAT BAHRPUR BETHA, EK JIYO, JI JIRE BHAI
 
Countess Bhachibai further said that at times it is easy to find out a person’s feelings towards
you from the way he shakes hands with you.  A person possessing true and sincere feelings for
you, will indicate so through vibrations created by electricity in his body, while shaking hands
with you and you will feel a sense of warmth and tenderness and it is practically impossible to
describe what a true momin experiences when he kisses the hand of the Imam. (Dastboshi)
 
Minute 61/1965:
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Sharif:
 
SAKHI PINDH TEANI KHABAR KE, SAGDI VISRI RE,
JYARE SURATI BHARMAND FUTI NISRI RE
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar explaining the meaning of the above verse said, “a momin should sit
in the process of bandagi (meditation) in such a way that he should even forget himself during
this time, to enable his soul to travel towards the Holy Noor.  With the help of pure mind and
soul, a momin develops a desire to lose himself and get fully absorbed in the supreme joy of the
spiritual world.
 
But the real trouble begins when a momin finds it hard to concentrate in bandagi, and the
thoughts begin to dominate his mind so much so that they even attack the person sitting next to



him.  The most important thing, therefore, is as previously mentioned, that a momin should
train himself to gain complete control over his mind and his thoughts before sitting in bandagi.
 
Although we all agree that worldly problems do play an important part in a person’s life and he
is bound to feel the after effects of his worldly activities when he is alone, but to make his
efforts to advance in the spiritual world effective, a momin has to train himself to concentrate
during bandagi.  Like a waterlily which grows in water, but does not let a drop of water stay on
it, in the same way a momin who has to live in this world should not let his daily activities
influence him up to such an extent that he may even be dominated by them during bandagi.
 
As it would seem funny that a person living in a houseboat could go thirsty, in the same way it
would seem funny that a person who has all the facilities to enable his soul to reunite with the
holy noor and to taste the wonderful happiness and heavenly joy of the ruhani (spiritual) world,
could remain in the world of darkness and ignorance and thereby make a complete mess of his
invaluable corporeal existence, favoured upon him by the grace of Allah, for the salvation of his
soul.
 
Good deeds will assist in purifying the mind and the soul, pure mind and soul will promote
concentration in bandagi, proper bandagi will fortify the inner strength and will help to advance
in the spiritual world, and the advancement in the spiritual world will eventually enable the soul
to reach its ultimate destination “Ala Makan”.
 
Minute 62/1965
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar quoted from Pir Sadardin’s doctrine concerning signs of a true
momin as follows.
 
AKA SARWA: Calm disposition
 
RANG JARWA: Rather pale complexion, as the person who is pining to establish a link with
the Creator does not get too involved in the worldly luxuries.
 
SAR GARDA: A slight headache created by vibrations in the skull cavity behind the forehead
(sukhmana) due to the pressure of electricity in the body.
 
KAM KHURWA: Does not eat much
 
KAM JARWA: Does not sleep much, as the major part of his night is spent in prayers.
 
CHASHM NAR: Who always receives others with love and affection in his eyes.
 
INTEZARI:  Always desiring to have Holy Deedar.
 
PRATIGNA:  Deprives himself of one thing or another in order to fortify his inner strength and



his determination to succeed in his mission to maintain the link with the Creator.
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar said, that today is our twelfth meeting and we have been discussing
many subjects concerning a momin’s mission in this world, and what is expected of him for the
salvation of his soul, I would like the members who have been attending these meetings
regularly ask themselves of the advantages they have derived out of the discussions.  One
should be very frank with one’s self in finding out the actual progress he has made in adjusting
his life for the purification of his mind and his soul.
 
Although I do not wish anybody to tell me about his progress, but I nevertheless would like all
of you to ask yourselves whether you have tried to put the theories into practice and whether
you have been successful in experiencing deep satisfaction in the process of bandagi.
 
Minute 64/1965:
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
JO JAD JADI SAT SAJNE, REN HUI APAR
SO JAD KABI NA UKHADE, JO LAKHO MILE LOHAR RE
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar explaining the meaning of the above verse, said, “the momin who
has succeeded in establishing a link with Allah, becomes so attached to the Holy Noor that each
and every moment of his life he feels himself near Allah, and he cherishes this thought of
having eternal bond with Allah.  Pir Murshid says that this bond is like two articles of steel
soldered so permanently that even thousands of blacksmiths would not be able to separate them.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
SAT SHABD HAS GURU HAMARA, E TANKO LIKHIYA NA YE SANSARA
SAT SHABD KA KARO VICHARO, PIRSHAH KAHO JI VARAM VARA
 
Pir Murshid says that think of the name of Allah (Isme Azam) as on this one name the world
was created.  Think about this fact and go on repeating Pir Shah (prophet and Imam) again and
again.
 
PRATHAM DIYAN RASNA SU KIJIYE
NISDIN PIRSHAH PIRSHAH BHANI JE
 
Begin by repeating the holy name of Allah (Isme Azam) with the tongue and go on doing so
until the holy name gets set in the breathing system, when it will not be necessary to use the
tongue, as the “JAMP” (repetition) will constantly be there.
 
TIN MAS RASNA BICH RAHYA, PICHE NAM BRAHM SO KAHYA
NAAM LETA BHAYO PREM PRAKASH, TAB JA UPAJYA MAN VISHWAS



 
After three months of repetition with the tongue, a momin will feel the Isme Azam being
repeated automatically in his breathing system, and that is the moment when he will feel the
vibrations in his body.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
KAHO PREM LAKSH KE SARE BHAI, GUPT BHED KAHUN PARGAT BATAI
GAD GAD LAHERI PREMKI UTHE, TAN BICH SIRI MUKH KI CHUTE
 
Once a momin begins to advance in the spiritual world, he feels an overwhelming urge to
discover the mysteries of life and death and the more he learns the happier he gets day by day,
as the knowledge he acquires helps him tremendously to advance rapidly:
 
ABDHU GHAT MAHEN RIDHSIDH HAI,
ANE GHAT MAHEN KEVLASSA,
GHAT MAHEN SAAT SAMUDRAKA VASA,
SO GUR VINYA JAYE PYASA
 
HOT GALGALI SUKHME AGAHI,
TAN BICH MANWA RAHYA SAMAI,
CHALE TRAT JIYAN PREMKA DHARA
PIVAT PREM HOVAT MATWALA
 
When a momin experiences the happiness of the ruhani (spiritual) world, a complete
transformation comes to his worldly existence he keeps away from unworthy deeds, he adopts a
calm disposition, and he creates harmonious and pleasant atmosphere around him, by
eradicating harshness from his talks and by treating others with due care and consideration.
 
In conclusion, Countess Bhachibai Tejpar advised members to follow Imam’s holy guidance,
received through Holy Farmans, to study the teachings of the religion and to make efforts in
order to advance in the spiritual world by putting the theories into practice and learn to work
wonders instead of waiting for a miracle to take place.
 
The meeting terminated at 11:40 PM,
The next meeting to be held on Friday 16th of July, 1965 at 9 PM
 
 
Minute #65/1965: The minutes of the last meeting were read out
 
Minute 66/1965:
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 



SATGUR BHETIYA KEM JANIYE, E MAN PARKHINE JOYE
CHANDAN KERE RAHEVASRE, BHAI NIM SUGANDH RE HOYE
 
Explaining the meaning of the above verse, Countess Bhachibai Tejpar said, “Pir Murshid says
that once a momin succeeds in establishing a link with the Divine Noor a complete
transformation comes to his way of thinking, he wins other people’s trust and confidence and
thus creates pleasant and agreeable atmosphere around him, in the same way as the sandalwood
perfumes the surroundings with its fragrance.
 
As long as a momin has not communicated with Allah, he simply exists on this earth, but the
moment he advances in the spiritual world, begins to live, as he then learns about the mission he
has to accomplish in this world and the purpose of his coming into this world.
 
With the help of the Holy Isme Asam, a momin should try to sit and concentrate in bandagi
(meditation).  Those momins who are unable to attend Jamatkhana at 4 o’clock in the morning,
can easily sit in bandagi at home.  It would be every momin’s duty to think about his soul and
should remember that besides worldly activities he has to make some efforts for the salvation of
his soul.
 
Philosophically speaking a bead has to be pierced through while making a string of beads in the
same manner a momin has to undergo certain physical inconvenience to enable his soul to join
the holy link in the spiritual world.  A person’s soul is a prisoner in his body, as the soul has to
take corporeal existences for its purification and as long as a person does not take pains to
advance in the spiritual world, there is no salvation for his soul and it has to come back again
and again into this world.  As one obtains oil by grinding simsim seeds in a mill, the same way
there is no progress in ruhani world without making some genuine efforts to succeed, in other
words one has to train one’s self to sit in the process of ibadat, however tiresome it may be in
the beginning as one has to fight against the temptation of staying in bed instead, to refrain from
doing wrong to others despite the overwhelming desire at times to take revenge for unkind act
done to him, to go out of his way to help others in their distress.
 
The way simsim seeds deteriorate and become black, if oil is not extracted from them, in the
same way human bodies become lazy and heavy and the minds of such people get easily
influenced by the worldly temptations and the whole life is spent in the domain of darkness and
ignorance.  But when the end approaches they become aware of the true meaning of life and the
realization of this fact shatters them to pieces.
 
As it is a must to eat everyday, to sleep at night, to execute all the worldly duties, in the same
way, it is a must to thank the Lord for the little miracles, to sit in bandagi for the advancement
of the soul and to do the needful for the betterment of the next life.
 
Why should such an importance be attached to the physical existence when one knows too well
that the dust shall go back to dust and all the riches will be left behind, once a person leaves this
earth, yet it is the soul which has to live on and on until it goes back to “a la Makan” (divine
noor) at the end of its journey once it is totally purified.
 



Everybody is aware that the soul has to establish a link with the holy noor but it is of no avail to
accept the theory and not to put the same into practice.  For example, a person who desires to
have some (ghee) will have to boil the milk till he obtains some cream he then obtains butter by
boiling the cream and then he obtains “ghee” by boiling the melting butter.  A momin in the
same lines of argument, who desires to have a link with Allah, will have to follow the right
procedure of adjusting his activities in order to obtain peace of mind, which will enable him to
gain complete concentration during bandagi.  He should then learn to set the holy Isme Azam in
his breathing system by training his body and then only then will he will be able to succeed in
his mission.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
SABGHAT SWAMI MARO SABIT KARI JANO
JEM DUDH MANHE GIRTH PICHONO, EK JIYO
 
Once the soul begins to travel towards the divine noor, it loses its identity and then the momin
spends each and every moment of his life feeling Allah’s presence in everything he does and the
state of such a feeling is otherwise known as “Annin Bhakti”.
 
Such a person is always aided by supernatural powers in all his tasks.  He obtains constant
guidance during difficult times, which does not only solve his own problems but also helps him
to be of great use to others in their hard times.
 
Even if a momin devoted 75% of his time and energy towards his worldly duties and 25%
towards the duty of making efforts for the purification of his soul, he will be able to work
wonders.  What is to be emphasized is that if a person who in not capable of executing his daily
duties concerning “Prem Mijaji” properly cannot expect to make much progress in Prem Hakiki
as the thoughts of his unfinished tasks are bound to disturb his mind during the process of
bandagi which needs absolute concentration.
 
A momin should therefore try to take due care in dealing with his parents, family members,
children and well wishers and should avoid hurting their feelings.  He should endeavor to create
a harmonious and pleasant atmosphere around him for his own peace of mind, which will be of
great assistance to him in his attempts to achieve his ambition of advancing in the spiritual
world.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
EK PADOSHAN NA LAKSHAN BHUNDA, TE KHUDA CHADAVE RE AAD
TENE HADVE HADVE RE CHANTIYE, JEM SAROWAR CHENTE RE PAAD
 
Countess Bhachibai Tejpar, explains the meaning of the above verse said, all momins should try
to help one another as much as possible, but one should always be very tactful about his
approach when trying to help someone improve his weak points.  One should take every care in
dealing with others concerning personal matters without being too outspoken or impertinent



else this may have an adverse effect.  As Pir Murshid says in the above verse that if you know
of a neighbor who is in a habit of spreading unhealthy rumors, you must try to tackle with such
a person as smoothly and as calmly as the waters of a lake run on its banks.
 
A momin who has a desire of serving others should remember that he will require a lot of
patience in dealing with others, as in this path one is often confronted with people with strange
and difficult characters.  If a momin remembers that his only object behind his voluntary
services is to please Allah by pleasing human beings and that he may receive Allah’s favour by
being of some use to other momins, his task would become easier.
 
Sincere services, without any selfish motives whatsoever, are equivalent to ibadat, as he pleases
many souls who wholeheartedly bless him for his assistance in their difficulties.
 
HARINE PUJANTA VISVA PUJAY, PUJAK PUJE HARI TRIPT THEY
 
As we know that there is a part of holy noor in every human being, and by serving and pleasing
human beings a momin is bound to please Allah.  As we have already said that there is no life
of a body, which is nothing but a frame consisting flesh and bones, there is a life for the soul,
beginning from the day it was separated form the holy noor and ending on the day it will go
back to the holy noor.
 
Verse of Ginan-e-Shariff:
 
JIRE VIRA JIVDO AKASHI, TENE PIUDHDO E PAIYAR
E TO JAY JAN SAGPAN KAISA, HO JI, HO JI.
 
As Pir, Murshid says that since the soul has come into this world it has to be in a corporeal form
and thus remains imprisoned in the body till the day it leaves this earth and the body becomes
lifeless.  Now if a momin does everything for his physical existence and nothing for his soul,
then it is evident that the soul has to come again into this world and start afresh from where it
began.
 
And this is the reason why it is considered to be a marvelous thing to lead and guide momins to
the right path, to enable them to learn the true facts about life and death.
 
A person who is serving others and expects their gratitude for it will not go far, as often people
have a tendency to criticize such workers as to them it may be difficult thing to believe that
anybody could go out of his way to serve others, and they always suspect that such a person
may have a personal gain somewhere in doing so and with this conception in mind they may
treat the worker in such a way that he would feel really disheartened.  And only those who are
strong willed and capable to continue despite destructive criticism and undue remarks will
succeeds in winning Allah’s favour, as the service to mankind is considered to be as great as
bandagi itself.
 
Think of the momins who work in GUSAL COMMITTEE, anytime of the day or night they



may be called upon to bathe and drape bodies for the burial, and those momins who work in
safai committee, who clean and sweep jamatkhanas and those momins who work in welfare
committee who take care of the poor and ailing persons.  All these people do not get paid for
their services nor medals that they may deserve, materially speaking, but they do get something
of great value which many fail to understand and that is the deep and infinite satisfaction they
feel for having been of some use to other momins.
 
There are several ways of serving others, and it should be a motto of every momin to help his
fellowmen.
 
Minute 68/1965
 
Discussing the pleasures experienced in bandagi Countess Bhachibai Tejpar said,
 
BHRAHM SUKHI KYA KAHUN WADAI, MAHIMA ADHIK KAHI NAHI JAYE
 
Pir Murshid says in the above verse that how to describe this supreme joy, as words do not
really convey this marvelous feeling and,
 
EK DIN ACHAMBA BHAYA, SAHEJE DIYAN NABISU GAYA
 
One day during ibadat I suddenly noticed the vibrations behind the navel, and I was surprised to
experience it,
 
BINA MEGH JIYAN AMBER GAJE, BINA MAHOL JIYAN BETHA CHAJE
BINA BADAL JIYAN BARKHE MEHA, RAHET PURAKH JIYAN EK VAN DEH
 
And the I saw lightening without any rain, and I saw a throne but no palace, I heard the thunder
but saws no clouds, and saw someone who did not have a body,
 
KAHI VIDHI KARI AMBER GAAJE, KAHI VIDHI KARI BETHA CHAJE
KAHI VIDHI KARI BARKHE MEHA, KAHI VIDHI KARI RAHET PURAKH VAN DEH
 
The ray of holy noor represents the lightening without rain, a spot (sukhmana) in the head
where a momin sees the holy noor represents the throne without a palace, the hissing noise
produced by the electricity gathered in the body represents the thunder without clouds, and a
person’s own soul represents someone without a body.
 
JAN BETHA TRIKUTI CHAJE, JARMAR VARSE SUKHMANA MEHA
 
When a person advances in the spiritual world, his mind and soul is completely purified, he then
sees glittering rays of divine noor in the cavity behind his forehead (sukhmana)
 
In conclusion Countess Bhachibai Tejpar advised the members to try to study and understand



the subjects discussed in the meetings in order to derive the benefits out of the discussions, by
putting theories into practice.
 
<<<<<<<<MISSING INFO>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>..
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